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I-BEAM EXTRUSION DESIGN  

WWWHYHYHY   OOOURSURSURS   IIISSS   BBBETTERETTERETTER   

 Patented, dedicated extrusion design 
specifically profiled for the application 
 Integrated gutter protects and secures 

wiring and brake lines  (A) 
 Crossbar attached to strongest point of 

vertical web  (B) 
 Integrated channel captures fasteners 

for axle and fender attachment*  (C) 
*except models with 9” frame 

Does your aluminum IDoes your aluminum IDoes your aluminum I---Beam trailer frame offer Beam trailer frame offer Beam trailer frame offer 
all of these innovative standard design features?all of these innovative standard design features?all of these innovative standard design features?   

AAANDNDND   IIITTT’’’SSS   BBBIGGERIGGERIGGER, T, T, TOOOOOO   
Got a few minutes?  Grab a tape measure and Got a few minutes?  Grab a tape measure and Got a few minutes?  Grab a tape measure and 
pencil and look at some trailers in your yard.  pencil and look at some trailers in your yard.  pencil and look at some trailers in your yard.  
Check the rated capacity, then measure the          Check the rated capacity, then measure the          Check the rated capacity, then measure the          

III---Beam height and width.  Compare it to the chart Beam height and width.  Compare it to the chart Beam height and width.  Compare it to the chart 
below and see which is the better choice.below and see which is the better choice.below and see which is the better choice.   

 Length 
Capacity 

Range (lb) 

Load Rite      

I-Beam Size 

My Trailer’s  

I-Beam Size 

Single Axle 17' - 22' 
2,200 - 
3,600 5.25" x 3"  

Tandem 

Axle 
21' - 23' 5,200 5.25" x 3"  

Tandem 

Axle 
25' - 27' 6,000 6.25" x 3"  

Tandem 

Axle 
26' - 28' 8,000 7.00" x 4"  

Tandem 

and Triaxle 
28' - 32' 

9,200 - 
10,400 7.25" x 4"  

Triaxle 28' - 36' 
12,000 - 
15,000 9.00" x 4"  

A 

B 

C 

Contact Load Rite or your Regional Contact Load Rite or your Regional Contact Load Rite or your Regional 
Sales Manager to find out how your Sales Manager to find out how your Sales Manager to find out how your 
dealership can be selling the best.dealership can be selling the best.dealership can be selling the best.   
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